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Abstract -- Thefiotures ofpolorizotion independence of opticol omplifrers achieved by using d p s e d  QW are 
discussed. Our theoretical results successfilly explain why polarization independence can achieve in the long 
wavelength toil of the modo1 goin and absorption coeflcient but not at photon energies obove the fransition 
edge. This explanorion applies to other tensile-strained QW for polarization independent applications. The 
understanding is crucial for optimizing polorizotion independent devices. 

TEXT 

There is a well-known inherent feature of QW structures for devices applications; which is TE and TM 
polarization dependence, due to the non-degeneracy of heavy hole (HH) and light hole (LH) in the growth 
direction. In this paper, new simulation results are analyzed and discussed for the diffused QW (DFQW) 
structure which has been theoretically [ I ]  and experimentally [2] demonstrated for providing polarization 
independent (PI) optical gain. The new theoretical TE and TM gain spectra before and after QW interimixing 
are in very good agreement with the experimental results in ref [2]. As shown in Fig. I, the as-grown QW 
structure is lattice-matched Ifi.s3G~,4rAs(well)/ Ina.,4Gao.laAso.l,Po.u@anier) structure and the well width 
considered is 6nm. In the as-grown QW structure, the eigenstates of LH and HH are non-degenerate at k// = 0 
with an energy difference of 2lmeV. The TE and TM gain spectra thus clearly separate from each other because 
the optical matrix element (OME) of TE gain is non-zero for both the LH and HH subbands, while the OME of 
TM gain is non-zero only for the LH subbands and zero for HH subbands [3]. When QW diffused with a 
diffusion length of group V material (Ldv) increases to 1.8nm, HHI and LHI subbands move close to each other 
with less than 3meV energy difference, leading to polarization independent optical gain. The TE and TM gain of 
the PI-DFQW merge together at the long wavelength tail (>1460pm). However, they split in the short- 
wavelength region (<1460”), which is an impoltant feature in a PI device. Our theoretically result shown that 
join density of state (JDOS) is the main factor responsible for the difference in TE and TM gain. In PI-QW 
devices, since the mass of HH parallel to the plane (mWJ not equals the mass of LH parallel to the plane (mw,), 
the JDOS at photon energies above the transition edge becomes polarization dependence. By assuming nu,, = 
mlN/, we have calculated that the JDOS of transition between first state in conduction band and first state in HH 
(Cl-HHI) and CI-LHI transition obtained in this way are closer in value for a wide range of value of k.,. We 
also calculated the TE and TM gain spectra by assuming mhh/, = mlw. They are close in value in a widelhge of 
wavelength and difference in TE and TM gain above 1460pm is very small. This shows that by putting the HH 
and LH’s effective mass in x-y plan the difference in TE and TM gain can be eliminated. To conclude, we 
successfully explain why the TE and TM gain of polarization independent DFQW can only merge at long 
wavelength tail of the gain spectrum when enough tensile strain is generated by quantum well intermixing to 
make HHI and LHI degenerate in energy. The main reason for this phenomenon is that, in QWs, m/ # mw/ in 
the x-y plane. This problem is difficult to remove, as it is an intrinsic property of QW structures. This 
explanation not only applies to tensile strained DFQWs but also to other tensile strained QWs designed for PI 
application. 
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